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SALT & PEPPER
B L AC K L AVA S A LT
Briny Mediterranean flake sea salt is combined
with activated charcoal, derived from coconut
shells, and presents as glossy pyramid-shaped
flakes that adds sophisticated elegance and
robust salty flavor to any dish presentation.

BL ACK PEPPER,
BUTCHER CUT
Butcher Cut Black Pepper is extra coarse
and is an excellent visual flavor element to add
into center plate proteins, such as red meats
and poultry.

BL ACK PEPPERCORNS,
FINE GROUND
Fine Ground Black Peppercorns have quite the
sharp taste and aroma. They deliver a peppery-hot
pungent bite to the palate, accompanied by woody
and fruity notes. 

#108190

#370290
#107810

#159490

16 oz

BL ACK PEPPERCORNS,
WHOLE
The berries of the vine Piper nigrum are picked
while still green, then they are given time to
ferment, followed by being sun-dried until they
shrivel and transform into darkish-black color.
The flavor is hot, yet piney.
#370280
#107800

6/2 oz
14 oz

C E L E RY S A LT
Celery Salt is salty but complimented
by a wonderfully bold celery flavor and aroma
that is versatile in application. You may also
notice undertones that include slight bitterness,
grassiness, and delicate pepperiness.
#108580

14 oz

CUBEB PEPPER
Cubeb Pepper presents astringent flavor and
aromatics that are pungently peppery and slightly
bitter. It is somewhat reminiscent of allspice and
has subtle warm undertones. 
#159200

8 oz

32 oz

6/2 oz
16 oz

G A R L I C S A LT
The versatile combination of coarse garlic granules
and sea salt delivers strong salty and garlicky
penetrating flavor. 
#3704 40 6/5 oz
#250530 40 oz

GREEN PEPPERCORNS
Green Peppercorns have not yet ripened,
if they had, they would be Black Peppercorns.
Green Peppercorns have a friendly spice to them
along with a more fruity and fresh profile, when
compared to Black Peppercorns and
White Peppercorns. 
#107950

H AWA I I A N B L AC K S E A S A LT
Hawaiian Black Sea Salt is renowned for delivering
robust flavor, superb black color, and excellent
crunch. Pacific Ocean sea salt is harvested
in Hawaii and bonded with activated charcoal
to create a stunning finishing salt. 
#108880 40 oz

8 oz
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H AWA I I A N P I N K S E A S A LT
Hawaiian Pink Sea Salt combines 100% pure sea
salt with red Hawaiian ‘alaea clay to achieve a soft
briny flavor. This is a striking finishing salt with mild
saltiness and a delicate earthy flavor. 
#370420
#109200

6/6.5 oz
40 oz
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H I M A L AYA N S A LT S L A B
Cut from the ancient mountains of the Himalayas,
this reusable salt plank has excellent heat
distribution for both hot and cold food
preparations. Use it to cook, cure, and present
foods with a touch of earthy and salty flavor. 
#316730

1 ct

INDIAN LONG PEPPERCORN
This variety of peppercorn grows in a long
spike-like form with a flavor profile that
is much more complex than your standard
black peppercorn. It brings the heat, along
with undertones of cinnamon, nutmeg,
allspice, and pine. 
#1597 70

ME LEG U E TA PE PPE RCO RN S ,
WHOLE
Whole Melegueta Peppercorns, also known
as grains of paradise, has a flavor profile that
is citrusy, pungent, and delivers a black
pepper-like bite. 
#108360

16 oz

MIXED PEPPERCORNS,
WHOLE
An exotic colorful blend of peppercorns
that includes black, white, green, and pink.
These Mixed Peppercorns deliver a super fragrant,
pungent, peppery, and subtly florally palate
experience. 

6/1 oz
8 oz

#370150 6/2.5 oz
#108050 18 oz

S E A S A LT, FI N E
Harvested from ocean water, this exceptional salt
delivers pure and salty flavor with a fine grain,
slightly larger than table salt. 
#370160
#108350

6/5.5 oz
40 oz

S E A S A LT, KO S H E R FL A K E
Delicate salty crystal flakes deliver a salty flavor
that is graceful in appearance. 
#370320
#108340

6/5 oz
35 oz
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#108060 35 oz

16 oz

PINK PEPPERCORNS,
WHOLE
These eye-catching, dried, spicy berries have
a nice peppery bite and a sweet and fruity
well-rounded flavor. 
#370120
#107850

S E A S A LT, COA R S E
Bright white salt crystals, larger and flatter than
table salt, impart a pure salty taste and elegant
presentation. 

WHITE PEPPER,
GROUND
White Pepper brings heat directly to the tongue
and supplies a sharper bite than Black Pepper.
Its neutral-like color is convenient for dishes
where you want the heat, but not the dark tone
of Black Pepper. 
#107 730
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SZECHUAN PEPPERCORNS
Szechuan Peppercorns have a distinct citrusy
and woodsy pepper flavor, accompanied by
a strong heat. It is possible to experience
a numbing or tingling effect on the tongue.
This is due to the hydroxy-alpha-sanshool
present in Szechuan Peppercorns. 

TELLICHERRY PEPPERCORNS
Tellicherry Peppercorns are renowned for
being the finest peppercorns in the world.
The flavor is more complex and more pungent
than Black Peppercorns. Additionally, Tellicherry
Peppercorns have a clean, fruity, and bright
freshness to them. 

#371430
#145870

#107805

6/1 oz
6.5 oz

16 oz

WHITE PEPPERCORNS, WHOLE
Whole White Peppercorns have an almost
immediate hot taste that hits the tongue.
It is slightly less complex in flavor, when
compared to Black Peppercorns. 
#370090 6/3 oz
#107900 20 oz

16 oz

S E A S A LT, M I L L G R I N D
This granular sea salt is perfect for the mill,
bursting with more potent salty flavor than
refined salt. 
#370470

6/5.5 oz
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HERBS
BASIL, DRIED
Dried Basil holds subtle peppery and minty flavor
with undertones of anise. 
#370200 6/0.7 oz
#107 760 6 oz

#371350
#118810

CIL ANTRO, DRIED
Dried Cilantro loses much of its pungency
during the drying process. The dried form has
more of a subtle herbaceous and muted sharpness,
when compared to the fresh form, which is highly
herbaceous and sharp. 
#108680

B AY L E AV E S , D R I E D
Dried Bay Leaves are often 3-6 inches long and
offer a woody and astringent flavor with subtle
notes of pine and black pepper. 

3 oz

K A F F I R L I M E L E AV E S , D R I E D
Dried Kaffir Lime Leaves are intensely fragrant
leaves with a unique striking flavor that is both
citrusy and floral. 
#319330

L AV E N D E R , B LU E
Ultra-blue-violet lavender flowers from
France offer a sweet yet herbaceously strong
aroma and flavor. 

| NE W B ED FO RD, M A 02 74 6 US A

1 oz

#370260

#107 780

4 oz

LEMONGRASS POWDER
Lemongrass Powder presents as earthy, citrusy,
lemony, and gingery. This conveniently dried
powder is easy to incorporate into a variety of
recipes where you are looking to add brightness,
warmth, and earthiness. 
#291620
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2 oz

6/0.5 oz
1.5 oz

L AV E N D E R F LOW E R S
Vivid Lavender Flowers offer a distinct sweet
floral flavor that is intertwined with notes of
lemon and honey. 
6/0.5 oz

#109090

6/0.1 oz
1 oz

F E N U G R E E K L E AV E S
Fenugreek Leaves have a nutty-sweet flavor.
Its interesting taste can be compared
to a cross between celery and maple syrup
or fennel and celery. 
#370360
#107 700

CHIVES, DRIED
These air-dried chives bring sharp, crisp, and bright
garlic-onion flavor to any dish that calls for it. 

12 oz
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M A R J O R A M , E X TR A FA N C Y
Extra Fancy Marjoram has fresh and woody
aromatics that carry over into the flavor. Floral
and citrus notes compliment this, accompanied
by sweet, warm, and slightly bitter undertones. 
#107920
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OREGANO, GROUND
Ground Oregano is known for its robust
assertive flavor. It presents with notes of wood,
pepper, and herbaceousness 

OREGANO, DRIED LEAF
Dried Leaf Oregano has a robust and assertive
flavor, complimented by notes of wood, pepper,
and herbaceousness. 

THYME , GROUND
Ground Thyme imparts pleasant herbaceous
aromatics and flavor, accompanied by subtle
undertones of mint and pepper. 

#172870

#371500
#179580

#371380
#173000

12 oz

3 oz

OREGANO, MEXICAN
When compared to the Mediterranean variety
of Dried Leaf Oregano, Mexican Oregano
is much more robust and pungent. It presents
stronger flavor notes that are woodsy,
herbaceous, and citrusy. 
#173090

F L AVO R E N C H A N C E R S

R O S E M A R Y, G R O U N D
Ground Rosemary gives you fantastic rosemary
flavor without the inconvenience of the needle-like
leaves. The unique pungent flavor of rosemary
boasts notes of pine and wood. 
#172760

8 oz

6/0.9 oz
6 oz

TA R R AG O N , D R IE D
Dried Tarragon has a delicate anise-like flavor
with notes of mint and pepper. 
#172910

3 oz

6/2.05 oz
12 oz

SAGE , GROUND
Ground Sage has an intense flavor and aroma.
It delivers peppery, sweet, and savory notes
in a fine-textured convenient powder form. 
#371370
#172890

6/1.35 oz
12 oz

3 oz

SPE ARMINT, CRUSHED
Crushed Spearmint has a pleasant minty-fresh
aroma. This refreshing dried herb delivers a cool
sensation to the palate, along with a pungent and
delightful minty flavor. 

SPINACH POWDER
Spinach Powder is created by grinding whole
dried spinach leaves into a fine powder. This special
grinding preserves the vibrant green color and
vegetal, subtly bitter, spinach flavor. 

PA R S L E Y FL A KE S
Dried Parsley Flakes adds a flavorful balance to
savory-forward dishes. Its ability to impart robust
herbaceous flavor and slightly bitter notes, makes
it a highly versatile dry herb to keep handy. 

#108640 5 oz

#148980

#371290
#108310

14 oz
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6/0.4 oz
4 oz
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SEASONINGS
ALLSPICE, WHOLE
Whole Allspice delivers warmth, sweetness, and
pepper-driven overtones with heat. If looking for
comparable flavor, a mix of cloves and cinnamon
are reminiscent of Whole Allspice. 
#370330 6/2 oz
#108080 12 oz

#371450
#109070

A NN AT TO S E E DS , WH O LE
If you are looking for earthy flavor that is slightly
bitter and will impart color into a dish, this is the
choice for you. Whole Annatto Seeds have a scent
that is a bit peppery and warm with a very slight
sweetness. 

#108020

#107 790

15 oz

# 1 0 9 74 0
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ANISE, GROUND
Ground Anise has a pungent licorice flavor that
carries a little spice, some sweetness, and strong
aromatic qualities. 
#108022

14 oz

6/0.75 oz
6 oz

ANISE SEEDS, WHOLE
Whole Anise Seeds have a pungent licorice flavor
that carries a little spice, some sweetness, and
strong aromatic qualities. Whole Anise Seeds,
although pungent, are not as intense as the
ground version. 

BEET POWDER
This powder is deeply pigmented. It works
to elevate dish presentation and imparts
mild beet flavor with subtle sweetness and
earthy undertones. 
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S TA R A NI S E
This star-shaped visually stunning spice delivers
pungent licorice-like anise flavor and strong
aromatics. The flavor of Star Anise penetrates well,
and its fragrance influences its use as an aromatic
visual garnish. 

BALSAMIC POWDER
This conveniently fine-powdered form of balsamic
vinegar imparts authentic balsamic flavor into
recipes, dry seasoning blends, soup mixes, house
made marinades, sauces, and salad dressings. 
#31750

16 oz

24 oz

C A R AWAY S E E D S
Caraway Seeds have a nutty bittersweet
assertiveness, accompanied by hints of pepper and
citrus, with mild undertones of licorice and anise. 

C A R AWAY, B L AC K
With a slightly bitter flavor and pungent
overtones, Black Caraway is reminiscent of
cumin and oregano. 

#107880

#109250

16 oz

16 oz

18 oz
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CARDA MOM SEEDS
Cardamom Seeds have a complex flavor profile and
fragrant aroma. When compared to the ground
version, the flavor is version it is not as intense.
To elevate the flavor intensity of the seeds, you can
crush them. Doing so reveals a more pungent
flavor that is subtly spicy, slightly minty, and
delicately citrusy; complimented with a touch
of warm earthiness.
#108810

F L AVO R E N C H A N C E R S
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CARDA MOM , GROUND
Ground Cardamom has a complex flavor profile
and fragrant aroma that is subtly spicy, slightly
minty, and delicately citrusy; complimented with
a touch of warm earthiness. Ground Cardamom is
more intense than its whole version. 
#108540

16 oz

CARDA MOM , WHOLE BL ACK
Whole Black Cardamom has a warm earthy
smokiness to it. There is a heightened spicy
sensation with the black variety, when compared
to the green variety. To unleash the full depth
of Whole Black Cardamom’s flavor, crush the
pods slightly before use. 
#108960
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CLOVES, GROUND
One of the most flavor penetrating spices and
much more pungent that its whole form, Ground
Cloves present intense warming aromatics and bold
warming layers of sweetness, earthiness, and heat. 

CLOVES, WHOLE
Whole Cloves are pungent. Not as pungent as the
ground form of itself, but the pungency is there.
There are layers of sweetness, earthiness, and heat
within its complex flavor profile. 

COCONUT MILK POWDER
Combine Coconut Milk Powder with hot water
to mirror the qualities found in canned coconut
milk, or use the powder as a coconut flavor
enhancer in recipes that call for coconut flavor. 

#108520

#371390 6/1.8 oz
#108480 14 oz

#291640

CORIANDER SEED, WHOLE
Whole Coriander Seed has a nice mellow flavor
with hints of citrus and subtle earthy sweetness.
Earthy-sweet and floral aromatic notes become
enhanced with a slight toasting. 

CR E A M O F TA R TA R
Cream of Tartar stabilizes, prevents crystalizing,
and acts as a leavening agent in baked goods to
help with rising. 

16 oz

15 oz

8 oz

16 oz

CARDA MOM , WHOLE GREEN
Boasting a zesty citrusy taste that is somewhat
sweet and spicy, Whole Green Cardamom brings
an herbal warmth to dishes that call for it. 

CELERY SEEDS
Celery Seeds have a bold, penetrating, celeryforward aroma, accompanied by a savory and
bitterly astringent flavor. 

#370230
#108070

#108330

6/2 oz
10 oz

16 oz

CINNAMON STICKS
Cinnamon Sticks are more subtle in spicy
sweetness than its powdered form, but hold
all the flavor qualities and aromatics you expect
in ground cinnamon. 
4 INCHES

#107990

6 oz

CORIANDER, GROUND
Ground Coriander has a tart-citrus,
refreshingly earthy flavor profile that is not
as mellow as its whole form. Earthy-sweet
and floral aromatic notes further enhance
with a slight toasting.
#108320

12 oz

#108075

30 oz

#370040 6/1.5 oz
#108130 9 oz

12 INCHES

#108900 16oz

CINNAMON, GROUND
Cinnamon is a warming spice that is spicy-sweet
and slightly bitter. When comparing cinnamon
to nutmeg, cinnamon is the sweeter of the two. 
#370020 6/2.4 oz
#107 720 16 oz

CINNAMON, VIETNAMESE
Vietnamese Cinnamon is the most highly
concentrated and intense form of cinnamon.
It is super warm, spicy, and slightly bittersweet
in flavor. 

CITRIC ACID
Pure, high quality Citric Acid delivers bright
citrus flavor while also functioning as a natural
preservative and emulsifier, which keeps fats
from separating. 

CUM IN , E X TR A FA N C Y
Extra Fancy Cumin is not ground, it is the cumin
seed. It provides an earthy-warm aroma and flavor
with some subtle sweetness and bitter undertones.
For optimal flavor, we suggest toasting them. 

#156450

#108920

#371400
#108140

16 oz
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2 lbs
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6/2.3 oz
14 oz

CUMIN, GROUND
Ground Cumin provides warming earthy flavor with
subtle sweetness and bitter undertones. 
#370340 6/2 oz
#108120 16 oz

FENNEL SEEDS
Fennel Seeds impart warm aromatics and offers
a flavor reminiscent of anise, accompanied by
a slight woodiness. The whole seed is not as intense
in flavor as Ground Fennel. 
#371410
#108790

6/2.1 oz
12 oz
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FENNEL , GROUND
Ground Fennel imparts warm aromatics and offers
a flavor reminiscent of anise. It is more intense in
flavor than Fennel Seeds. 
#103580

12 oz

F L AVO R E N C H A N C E R S
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FENUGREEK SEEDS, GROUND
Ground Fenugreek Seeds are more powerful
than the whole seed. They are ground into a fine
textured powder for convenient use of their
intense bitter-sharp flavor and notes of celery. 

G A R LI C , G R A N U L ATE D
The intense savory flavor and fragrance of fresh
garlic, ground into granules. This makes for
an excellent additions to rubs and house made
spice blends. 

LEMON, POWDER
Fueled with tart and tangy flavor and aroma,
Lemon Powder is an exceptional way to impart
zesty lemon flavor into recipes that call for an
added zesty kick. 

#108290

#370430 6/2.5 oz
#108030 20 oz

#291630

16 oz

16 oz

M ACE , GROUND
In comparison to other warm spices, Ground
Mace has a not as intense flavor concentration
as nutmeg, but still delivers an earthy-warm,
cinnamon-like bite. Mace works well to balance
out the sweet and savory flavors found in many
baked goods. 
#108620

GARLIC, POWDER
Garlic Powder is crafted from dehydrated
garlic cloves that are ground into a fine powder.
Although garlic powder is less assertive than fresh
garlic, it still delivers quite the garlicky punch
of flavor and aroma. Garlic Powder is a versatile
ingredient to incorporate into virtually any cuisine. 
#108970

#371480
#109210

6/1.75 oz
12 oz

H O N E Y, P OW D E R
Honey Powder has a naturally rich sweetness,
pale yellow color, and firm texture. This is a way
to conveniently add just the right amount of
all-natural, gluten free sweetness to any dish that
calls for it. 

MESQUITE SMOKE POWDER
Mesquite Smoke Powder is slightly less
intense in smoky aroma and flavor than hickory
but imparts a wonderful full-bodied smoky flavor
that is savory, subtly sweet, and reminiscent of
a Southwestern barbeque. 

#108785

#291610

24 oz

M A DAG A S C A R VA N I L L A B E A N S
Madagascar Vanilla Beans are richly aromatic
and flavorful. The taste is smooth, creamy, and
full of vanilla flavor. 
#316670
#291520

3 ct
8 oz

16 oz

MUS TA RD S E E DS , B L ACK
Black Mustard Seeds are well-known for their
pungency and sharp spicy flavor. When compared
to the yellow and brown varieties, Black Mustard
Seeds have the spicier flavor. 

MUS TA RD S E E DS , B ROWN
Brown Mustard Seeds have a sharply pungent yet
balanced flavor and aroma. To present the flavor
optimally, you must toast or ground the seeds. 
#321090

20 oz

#108040 20 oz

18 oz

20 oz

INDIAN DILL SEEDS
Indian Dill Seeds present a flavor profile that
to some, might seem like a cross between caraway
and parsley. It is somewhat herbaceous and
fragrant, with notes of grassiness and anise. 
#109300

GINGER, POWDER
Fragrant Ginger Powder brings forward a unique
flavor that is somewhat a cross between citrus
and pepper. It has a refreshingly sharp, aromatic,
spicy bite that lingers on the palate. 
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JUNIPER BERRIES, DRIED
Sharp up front, with an assertive, piney, and citrusy
flavor that immediately unravels. 
#370270
#108100

6/1.75 oz
11 oz

14 oz

LEEK, POWDER
This 100% Leek Powder is a visual ingredient that
presents as a wonderful natural green color. It has
a sweet yet delicate onion-forward flavor that
is not as pungent as Onion Powder. 
#291670

14 oz

MUS TA RD S E E DS , Y E LLOW
Yellow Mustard Seeds are mellow in comparison
to black and brown mustard seeds. The seeds have
a pungently sharp but balanced taste and aroma.
These flavor and aroma characteristics are released
when the seed is ground or toasted. 
#370050 6/3.5 oz
#108090 24 oz
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NUTMEG , GROUND
All the warmth and nuttiness found in Whole
Nutmeg, but in the ground form. The flavor
is more intense and warmer, with a subtle earthy
sweetness to it, reminiscent of clove. 
#371300
#108390

6/2 oz
16 oz

NUTMEG , WHOLE
Whole Nutmeg delivers distinct warmth
and nuttiness, ideal for sweet comforting
foods and versatile enough for savory dishes.
When ground, the flavor becomes more
intense and warmer, showcasing aromatics
closely resembling clove. 
#108160

20 oz
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ONION POWDER
Onion Powder covertly drives pungent savory
flavor into recipes without the appearance of the
raw vegetable. The sharp aromatic flavor of Onion
Powder conveniently mixes in, undetected by sight. 

POPPY SEEDS
Poppy Seeds supply a nut-like flavor and act
as a great texture agent. To expose deeper
flavor notes, you can grind Poppy Seeds for
a more fruit-forward flavor and aroma experience. 

PORCINI POWDER
High quality porcini mushrooms are pulverized
to create a versatile fine powder that brings
umami-rich flavor to any culinary creation you
deem appropriate. 

#200250 18 oz

#370250
#108220

#136000

6/2.5 oz
20 oz

15 oz

SHERRY WINE POWDER
Pure sherry wine is dried into a convenient powder
form, excellent for imparting authentic sherry
flavor without changing the moisture content
of a sauce or marinade. It can also be easily
rehydrated with equal parts water for recipes
that call for small amounts of cooking wine. 
#120070

PUMPKIN POWDER
Made from ripe orange pumpkins and ground into
an ultra-refined powder, Pumpkin Powder delivers
true and convenient pumpkin flavor that is rich and
consistent in taste and color. 
#380500 6/2.5 oz
#109730 16 oz

SAFFRON, COUPE GRADE
Coupe Grade Saffron is the rarest and highest
quality saffron available. The red threads are
hand-selected to ensure only the most vibrant
threads are packaged. Coupe Grade Saffron
imparts delicate flavor and luxurious color into
many traditional dishes where you may want to add
a dash of complexity and sophistication. 
#108250

SESAME SEEDS,
BL ACK
With their hull present, Black Sesame Seeds have
a stronger, more bitter, slightly nuttier taste than
White Sesame Seeds. 
#370310
#107960

SOY S AU CE , D E H Y D R ATE D
Dehydrated Soy Sauce offers a concentrated
savory and salty umami flavor you expect in top
shelf soy sauce. This powder is highly versatile in
application, due to its fine texture that can be
integrated into a plethora of dishes. 
#291600

14 oz
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SUM AC , GROUND
The ground dried berries of the sumac shrub
present as tangy, sour, and acidic. This citrusy
powder is quite fragrant and can bring brightness
to dry rubs and house made spice blends. 
#370350
#108230

6/2.5 oz
18 oz

12 oz

TA M A RIND P OWD E R
Tamarind Powder is a sour spice that has a distinct
flavor and aroma. It supplies a subtly sweet and
sour taste, reminiscent of a prune-like flavor. 

TOM ATO P OWD E R
All the sweetness, acidity, and slight tang a fresh
tomato is expected to have, concentrated down
into a convenient powdered form. 

TURMERIC, GROUND
Ground Turmeric imparts an intense warmth,
earthy-bitter flavor, slight pepperiness, and
remarkable color into any dish that calls for it. 

# 3 1 7 74 0

#108910

#371490
#108260

14 oz

6/3 oz
22 oz

18 oz

6/2.45 oz
18 oz

1 oz

SESAME SEEDS,
N ATU R A L
Natural Sesame Seeds present mild in flavor,
with a nutty sweetness and satisfying crunch.
Toast these seeds to bring out a more assertive
almond-like flavor. 

SESAME SEEDS,
TOASTED
Due to the toasting of the seeds, Toasted
Sesame Seeds give off a much more nut-forward
flavor and aroma, in comparison to the black and
white varieties. 

#370080 6/2.5 oz
#124210 20 oz

#107970

17 oz
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SESAME SEEDS,
WHITE
Nutty in flavor, White Sesame Seeds offer
a delicate taste. In comparison to Black Sesame
Seeds, White Sesame Seeds have their hull
removed and are not as strong in flavor offering
a less bitter experience. 

WORCESTERSHIRE
SAUCE POWDER
Worcestershire Sauce Powder brings bold,
savory, and slightly tangy flavor to recipes in
a convenient powdered form, while not sacrificing
flavor characteristics found in traditional
Worcestershire sauce. 

#370100
#107940

#291680

6/2.5 oz
20 oz
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18 oz
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ADOBO SEASONING
This is an all-purpose Latin American cuisine
seasoning. Adobo Seasoning includes a blend
of garlic, cumin, salt, and Latin American spices.
This seasoning imparts salty and garlicky spice
flavor into any appropriate dish that calls for it. 
#188055

24 oz

F L AVO R E N C H A N C E R S

ADVIEH BLEND
Advieh is an intensely aromatic seasoning that
is a staple ingredient in Persian cuisine.
The seasoning is warm and exotic, the blend
consists of very fragrant spices including
nutmeg, cardamom, cinnamon, and flakes
of pink rose pedals. 
#329620

BERBERE SPICE
Berbere is a staple spice blend in Ethiopian cuisine.
This blend imparts bold flavor that is earthy, spicy,
subtly sweet, and herbaceous. This spice blend
includes flavors of ajowan seed, fenugreek,
cardamom, and cloves. 
#145900

BA H A R AT PE R S I A N S PI CE B LE ND
Baharat Persian Spice Blend includes warm
and aromatic Middle Eastern and North African
spices. This blend is very fragrant and full of spicy
and warm ingredients such as peppercorns, paprika,
coriander, cardamom, and cumin. 
#371270
#161370

13.5 oz

CA JUN BL ACKENING SEASONING
A savory, earthy, garlicky, and tangy seasoning
with boldness that has versatile use throughout
Cajun cuisine. 
#370130
#107980

6/2 oz
16 oz

6/2 oz
18 oz

CHILE-LIME POWDER
An exciting combination of salt, lime tanginess,
and heat that bursts with flavor. 
#317 7 70
#1037 70

6/2.5 oz
20 oz

6/2 oz
12 oz

CHINESE FIVE SPICE
Chinese Five Spice presents as a unique
licorice-like flavor, compliments of star anise.
The cinnamon and fennel deliver warm flavors
with subtle sweetness. The inclusion of cloves
provides a cooling-like sensation on the palate,
while Szechuan Peppercorns bring the heat. 
#371470
#103570

6/2.5 oz
16 oz
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COFFEE & CHILI PEPPER RUB
This uniquely versatile seasoning combines the
bold flavors of coffee and chili peppers to deliver
a blend that is spicy, subtly sweet, and full of
coffee forward flavor. 
#371250
#161340

CHIPOTLE CREOLE RUB
Chipotle Creole Rub imparts classic Creole
cuisine flavors that are smoky, slightly sweet,
and full of heat. This powder offers a balanced
blend of Creole spices, herbs, and smoky
chipotle chili peppers. 
#371260 6/2.5 oz
#161360 18 oz

6/2.5 oz
18 oz

6/2.5 oz
16 oz
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6/3 oz
20 oz

GARAM MASALA
Garam Masala contains strong pungent spices
such as cloves, cinnamon, and cardamom.
When comparing it to curry powder, the flavor
profile is much more complex and has a more
assertive taste and more intense aromatics. 
#370010
#107930

GUMBO FILÉ SEASONING
Gumbo Filé Seasoning has a distinctive almost
root beer-like flavor, it is savory with notes of anise.
This seasoning is crafted from dried and ground
sassafras leaves and thyme. In terms of application,
Gumbo Filé Seasoning is certainly a staple
ingredient to add flavor and viscosity to a variety
of gumbo and Creole dishes. 
#370060 6/1.5 oz
#108210 12 oz

MADRAS CURRY POWDER
Madras Curry Powder is a spice blend that adds
vibrant flavor and vivid color to any appropriate
dish. The aromatics are very fragrant and earthy,
accompanied by an explosion of southeastern
coastal India flavor. 
#370190
#108010

DUKKAH
This Middle Eastern spice blend is a crunchy blend
of ground roasted nuts, seeds, and spices. Dukkah
imparts balanced nut flavor accompanied by heat
and salt with slight tartness and acidity. 
#317730
#317720

18 oz

CHIMICHURRI BLEND
Chimichurri Blend is bright and deeply herbaceous.
It provides authentic traditional Argentinean
cuisine taste and aroma along with tangy notes
of tomatillo. 
#329590
#329580

BLENDS, HERBS, & SPICES

6/2.4 oz
14 oz

HARISSA SEASONING
Harissa Seasoning provides bold and smoky flavor
blended with chili, garlic, tomato, and warm spices.
The overall flavor profile is complex, due to the
extensive blend of savory spices. 
#329470 6/2 oz
#329460 20 oz
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VA D O U VA N F R E N C H C U R R Y
BLEND
This French curry blend is full of spiciness
and savoriness, and incorporates classic curry
spices with onion, garlic, and shallot. Vadouvan
French Curry is very fragrant, warm, and delivers
spicy chili heat. 
#371230
#161330

6/2.5 oz
20 oz

GOCHUJANG POWDER
Gochujang Powder supplies the heat and spice
of Korean gochujang paste in a convenient powder
form that presents as authentic gochujang flavor.
Gochugaru flakes, miso powder, soy sauce powder,
and fermented black garlic create a full-bodied
flavor and aroma experience. 
#329570
#329560

6/2.25 oz
17 oz

HERBES DE PROVENCE
This herbaceous dried mixture of French
summer herbs includes thyme, lavender,
rosemary, marjoram, fennel seed, savory, and
basil. This mixture provides a highly aromatic
fragrance and complex flavor that brings
brightness and depth to French and
Mediterranean culinary creations. 
#370220
#108200

6/1 oz
7 oz
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JAMAICAN JERK SEASONING
Sweet, hot, and tangy! Jamaican Jerk Seasoning
imparts classic Caribbean flavor into any recipe
you choose. Excellent as a dry rub or marinade
to achieve that distinct Jamaican flavor and aroma. 

F L AVO R E N C H A N C E R S

KABSA SPICE BLEND
Kabsa Spice Blend is a combination of clove,
cumin, black pepper, saffron and Middle Eastern
spices. The flavor is quite savory, spicy, and warm. 
#371240

6/2 oz

#370110 6/2 oz
#320000 18 oz

LEMON PEPPER
Bright lemon zest and fresh ground black pepper
balance out to present a flavor that is bold,
accompanied by an appearance that is striking.
A salty, yet tart lemon flavor, with just the right
amount of pepperiness, offers vast applications
within the kitchen. 

MEDITERRANEAN PILPELCHUMA
SEASONING
Pilpelchuma Seasoning is a spicy mixture of
crushed chilies and garlic, this blend recreates
the distinct and well-known Libyan flavor known
as Pilpelchuma, which delivers a bold peppery
and garlicky taste and aroma. 

#370380 6/2.5 oz
#108300 20 oz

#329640 18.1 oz

MEXICAN MOLE SPICE BLEND
Ancho chili peppers and chipotle chili peppers
are combined with chocolate and spices to
conveniently provide you a blend that is timesaving.
This blend has a wonderfully delicate balance of
heat and chocolate. 

MIDDLE EASTERN ZHOUG
SEASONING
Zhoug Seasoning combines chili powder,
granulated garlic, and herbs and spices to
impart a flavor that is hot and spicy.
The poblano and serrano chilies deliver
mild heat. Garlic, onion, and herbs bring
complexity to the seasoning. 

#329550 6/2.5 oz
#329540 22 oz

BLENDS, HERBS, & SPICES

KORE AN BARBEQUE SE A SONING
Korean Barbeque Seasoning is rich and full
of umami flavor, accompanied by an earthy
molasses-like taste and aroma. This seasoning
imparts authentic Korean flavor into a wide
variety of recipes. 

MU S TA R D & HE R B B LE ND
This Mustard & Herb Blend incorporates
sharp yellow mustard powder with fennel,
parsley, garlic, and onion; working in harmony
to deliver a delightfully savory and herbaceous
mustard flavor. 

PICKLING SPICE
A blend of traditional pickling herbs and spices,
that include mustard seeds, coriander, bay leaves,
celery seeds, black pepper, clove, allspice,
cinnamon, and cracked ginger. Red pepper flakes
are added for just a touch of heat. 

#329510 6/3 oz
#329500 24 oz

#371220
#161350

#370140
#107 750

MESQUITE SPICE BLEND
This Mesquite Spice Blend is ideal for when you
are in search of intense smoky and earthy flavor. 

RAS EL HANOUT
This warm flavored spice blend is flavor-driven by
cinnamon, cloves, and nutmeg. Ras el Hanout also
offers woody and bitter undertones accompanied
with subtle sweetness. This spice blend works
wonderfully as a rub or in a marinade. 

#107 710

20 oz

6/2.5 oz
18 oz

#370030 6/2.5 oz
#107910 16 oz

MULLING SPICES
Mulling Spice is well-known for its use in
hot-spiced beverages, such as cider and mulled
wine. This blend of Mulling Spice includes
cinnamon, clove, nutmeg, and allspice; delivering
a sweet, spicy, and citrusy flavor. 
#317050
#190990

6/2.2 oz
14 oz

6/1.5 oz
14 oz

SHICHIMI TOGARASHI
Shichimi Togarashi is a seasoning blend that
primarily combines red chili and nori seaweed.
This combination, as well as the incorporation
of other authentic Japanese spices, delivers
a flavor profile that is spicy, tangy, earthy, subtly
sweet, and fruity. 
#329520
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PUMPKIN PIE SPICE BLEND
Pumpkin Pie Spice brings warming autumn
and winter flavors to any dish or baked good
that calls for it. Bursting with sweet warm-spice
flavors of cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger, and allspice;
this blend delivers the ultimate comforting
flavors for cold seasons. 
#371280
#161310

6/2 oz
16 oz

SRIRACHA BLEND
This Sriracha Blend is a combination of spicy,
garlicky, and tangy flavor and aroma that is
well-balanced. 
#320520
#320510

6/2.25 oz
22.5 oz

16 oz

Z A HTA R
Zahtar is pleasantly aromatic. Presenting as
warm and earthy, Zahtar is accompanied by
a zesty herbaceous-like tanginess that is very
unique and easily identifiable. 
#370070 6/2.4 oz
#108500 16 oz

#329600 14.3 oz
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PEPPERS
A JI AMARILLO POWDER
Aji Amarillo Powder has a full-bodied flavor that
is balanced with fruitiness and heat. This Peruvian
cuisine staple brings medium heat that measures
at 2,500-10,000 SHU. 
#318030

18 oz

ANCHO CHILI POWDER, DRIED
Ancho Chili Powder is sweet, bold, and
full-flavored. It is made using dried ancho
chilies that give this powder its kick. The flavor
profile holds medium heat, subtle fruitiness,
hints of coffee, and an earthy undertone.
When talking about heat, Dried Ancho Pepper
Powder clocks in at about 2,000 SHU. 
#136200

ANCHO PEPPERS, DRIED
Smoky, chocolatey, sweet.
Scoville Heat Units: 1,000 – 2,000 
#136210

1 lb

CASCABEL PEPPERS, DRIED
Tobacco, woodsy, smoky.
Scoville Heat Units: 1,000-2,500 

C AY E N N E P E P P E R , G R O U N D
Ground Cayenne Pepper is pungent, hot, spicy,
and zingy. It packs the heat. 

CHILI DE ARBOL PEPPERS, DRIED
Grassy, slightly nutty, acidic heat.
Scoville Heat Units: 15,000 - 30,000 

#330030 12/1.5 oz
#136220 4 oz

#370410
#108570

#136290

CHILI PEPPER THREADS
A fantastic garnish to elevate your presentation.
The flavor is smoky and earthy, while delivering
mild heat. 

CHILI POWDER
This is a robust, spicy, and heat-driven powder
using a mix of select chilis and spices. 

#152200

4 oz

6/3 oz
18 oz

#200200 20 oz
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4 oz

RED CHILI FLAKES,
ALEPPO -ST YLE
Aleppo-Style Red Chili Flakes deliver a slight,
fruity, penetrating tang and earthy undertones
accompanied by moderate heat. Aleppo Red Chili
Flakes clock in at 1,500 – 10,000 SHU. 
#324260
#159020
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4 oz

6/1.75 oz
16 oz
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CHILE FLAKES,
U R FA B IB E R
Urfa Biber Chile Flakes are complex, smoky, fruity,
and full of flavor. Notes of tobacco and chocolate
linger alongside heat. Urfa Biber Chile Flakes clock
in at 7,500 SHU. 
#317970

F L AVO R E N C H A N C E R S

CHIPOTLE PEPPERS, DRIED
Spicy smokiness with subtle earthy undertones.
Scoville Heat Units: 2,500 to 8,000 
#330040 12/1.5 oz
#136230 4 oz

BLENDS, HERBS, & SPICES

CHIPOTLE POWDER
Chipotle Powder has an earthy yet mild spiciness
to it. Its pungency comes from the deep smoky
flavor and aroma, which is a result of drying and
smoking the chipotle leaves that create this
powder. 
#371320
#108380

14 oz

6/2.5 oz
20 oz

PA PR I K A , H OT S MO KE D
Spicy red chili peppers are dried in wood burning
ovens to acquire just the right heat, smokiness, and
deep rich color of Hot Smoked Paprika. This spice
is hot and delivers spicy heat. 

PA PR I K A , H U N G A R I A N
Offering a rich sweet pepper flavor without the
added heat, Hungarian Paprika presents as a vivid
standout red, ready to make an appearance in your
next standout dish. 

#370180
#109010

#370370
#108270

6/2.5 oz
20 oz

6/2.5 oz
20 oz
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PA PR I K A , S PA N I S H -S T Y L E
A convenient way to impart deep smokiness into
appropriate dishes that call for it. Spanish-Style
Paprika uses smoked peppers to achieve its
uniquely bold taste and aroma. The peppers are
usually smoked over oak wood, this results in the
deep red color and intense smokiness found in
Spanish-Style Paprika. 
#108180

ESPELETTE PEPPER POWDER
Hot, smoky, and subtly sweet; Espelette
Pepper Powder brings boldness to meat,
poultry, and seafood. 
#104240

2 oz

GUA JILLO PEPPERS, DRIED
Tangy, fruity, sweet, and smoky.
Scoville Heat Units: 2,500 to 5,000 

HABANERO PEPPERS, DRIED
Fruity, sweet, subtly smoky.
Scoville Heat Units: 100,000–350,000 

#330050 12/1 oz
#136240 4 oz

#330060 12/1 oz
#136250 4 oz

PA PR I K A , S WE E T S MO KE D
Red peppers are dried in wood burning ovens
to acquire just the right sweetness, smokiness,
and deep rich color of Sweet Smoked Paprika.
This spice is not hot but is complimented by
subtly sweet and bitter undertones. 
#371360 6/2.2 oz
#109000 20 oz

JAL APEÑO POWDER
Jalapeño Powder imparts a somewhat bright flavor
and medium heat. In comparison, the heat is less
intense than cayenne pepper powder. 

MU L ATO PE PPE R S , D R IE D
Chocolatey and anise-like, with undertones of
cherry and tobacco.
Scoville Heat Units 2,500 - 3,000 

#104231

#136260

16 oz

4 oz

PA S I L L A N EG R O PE PPE R S , D R I E D
Smoky, earthy, and fruity.
Scoville Heat Units: 1,000 to 2,500 
#136270

4 oz

18 oz

RED PEPPER, CRUSHED
The flavor of Crushed Red Pepper is somewhat
complex. Florally spicy notes work in harmony
to create a pungent taste. Crushed Red Pepper
is known to elevate flavors from other ingredients,
lending a hand to enhancing dish flavor and
complexity. 
#370170
#107870

6/2 oz
12 oz

NEW MEXICO CHILI PEPPERS,
DRIED
Hints of onion and garlic with subtle spicy
sweetness and smokiness.
Scoville Heat Units: 0–70,000 
#330080 12/1 oz
#136280 4 oz
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DRIED MUSHROOMS
DRIED CHANTERELLE
MUSHROOMS
Cantharellus cibarius
Peppery and subtly fruity. 
#321420

12/1oz

DRIED FOREST BLEND
MUSHROOMS
Shiitake (Lentinula edodes) , Porcini (Boletus edulis) ,
Oyster (Pleurotus ostreatus) , Wood Ear (Auricularia
auricula-judae)
This blend offers a blast of deep umami flavor with
notes of earthy richness. 
#321430
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DRIED MOREL MUSHROOMS
Morchella
Earthy and nutty depth. 
#321400

12/1oz

12/1oz

DRIED PORCINI MUSHROOMS
Boletus edulis
Earthy, rich, and woodsy. 

D RIE D S HIITA KE MUS HRO OMS
Lentinula edodes
Rich, buttery, and meaty. Very umami forward. 

DRIED WOOD EAR MUSHROOMS
Auricularia auricula-judae
Very mild in taste, chewy. 

#321450

#321440

#321410

12/1oz

12/1oz

12/1oz
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POLLENS
DILL POLLEN
Dill Pollen has a pleasant appearance and intense
true dill taste. 
#178160

1 oz

FENNELL POLLEN
Fennel Pollen is a powerful spice with authoritative
brightness and flavor driven by notes of citrus
and licorice. 
#107820
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1 oz
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TO PLACE AN ORDER,
PLEASE CALL 800.423.8333
OR VISIT SIDWAINER.COM
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